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Electronic and atomic structure of the boron-vacancy complex in silicon
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In electron-irradiated boron-doped silicon the electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum Si-Gl0
has been studied. Eadier this spectrum had tentatively been identified with a boron-vacancy com-
plex in a next-nearest-neighbor conÍiguration. With electron-nuclear double resonance the hyperfine

and quadrupole interactions with roB (nuclear spin .í:3) and rlB (.I:f) could be determined, and

thus the presenoe of boron be proved. These experimental results turned out to be consistent with
the original microscopic model proposed by Watkins. Because of the low triclinic symmetry of the
defect, no symmetry-related neighbor sites exist. As a result every neighbor position with a 2esi nu-
cleus gives rise to.a distinct hyperÍine tensor. Therefore, hyperÍine interactions with only eight
neighboring 2eSi nuclei have been determined. These hyperfine data showed that the distant boron
atom causes only a small deviation from mirror-plane symtmetry. This observation made it possible

to assign six of the hyperfine interaction tensors to specific lattice sites. From the oboerved hyper-
fine interactions it was deduced that this neutral BIrc complex is rather aB+Y- structure. This
model is further supported by the interpretation of the boron quadrupole interaction
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past much experimental information has been

gathered about vacancy-related defects in monocrystalline
silicon. As the vacancy is mobile at room temperature, all
irradiation experiments, unless performed under low-
temperature conditions, yield complexes in which one or
more vacancies and/or impurities afe involved. Among
these defects are vacancy clusters such 'as divacancies,
trivacancies, tettavacancies and even pentavacancies' as

\ryell as vacancies paired with impurity atoms. Especially
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments have
been an important tool for the identification of the vari-
ous defects and for the determination of their atomic and
electronic structure. A review of all defects that are iden-
tified in EPR has recently been published.l An important
class of vacancy-related defects is formed by the com-

plexes of vacancies with substitutional impuritiès, as they
comprise the intentionally introduced doping impurities in
silicon. The most important features of the various
substitutional-impurity vacancy pairs that have been iden-
tified $/ith EPR and electron-nuclear double-resonance
(ENDOR) techniques are summ arrzed in Table I. The
impurities are from the third, fourth, and fifth row of the
periodic system. Striking differences exist between these
nine centers. In fact, only the phosphorus-, arsenic-, and
antimony-vacancy pairs show common features. Espe-
cially the EPR spectrum Si-G10, tentatively ascribed to a
boron-vacancy pair by Watkins,2 takes a somervhat special
position. Most peculiar is its low triclinic symmetry. In
silicon this has only been observed for two other cases: an
iron-related irradiation defect, Si-NL23,r2 and a
hydrogen-implantation defect, Si-A A2.t3

Generally vacancy-impurity pairs are formed both after

TABLE I. Summary of identified substitutional-impurity vacancy complexes in silicon. Electron

spin and point-group symmetry are given, as well as the localization of the unpaired electron on the im-
purity atom and on the nearest silicon atoms, together with their number.
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anneal of low-temperature electron-irradiated samples and
after room-temperature irradiation. By low-temperature
electron irradiation vacancies are formed. At tempera-
tures in the range 160- 180 K vacancies in p-type silicon
become mobile. tlpon such annealittg of irradiated
aluminum-doped silicon an EPR spectrum, Si-Gg, with
trigonal symmetry and stable to 200-250'C, was ob-
served. It was convincingly identified as arising from a

vacancy and an aluminum atom at nearest-neighbor sites.4
Under similar conditions in boron-doped silicon, spectrum
Si-G10 arises. As the corresponding defect has a lower
annealing temperature of ^,0o C, this spectrum is not ob-
served after room-temperature irradiation, in contrast to
Si-Gg. Due to the absence of resolved hyperfine splitting
in the EPR spectra, Watkins was not able to confirm the
presence of boron in the center. Despite this absence of
boron-hyperfine structure, the lower annealing tempera-
ture, and the symmetry lower than Si-Gg, Watkins con-
cluded that the spectrum arises from a boron-vacancy
pair. The microscopic model which he constructed is
given in Fig. 1.. It shows the boron atom not on the usual
nearest-neighbor position of the vacancy, but on a next-
nearest-neighbor site. The present study tvas undertaken
in order to exploit the high resolution of the ENDOR
technique for the observation of the boron-hyperfine and
quadrupole interactions.3 Furthermore, hyperfine param-
eters from 2esi nuclei, are expected to give information on
the microscopic structure of the defect. This microscopic
structure is even more interesting because of the low sym-
metry of the defect.

Recently, in two deep-level transient-spectroscopy
(DLTS) studies, several hole traps have been ascribed to a
boron- vacancy complex. t4'rs From both experiments it is
concluded that B Z is a configurationally bistable defect,
i.e., a defect with two different stable configurations, de-
pending on the charge state, which can reversibly be

FIG. 1. Model of the boron-vacancy complex, according to
Watkins (Ref. 2). The boron atom, marked x, is at the lattice
position Í220], a next-nearest-neighbor position of the vacancy.
The electron spin is concentrated mainly at the atom a. The
orientation is dba.
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transformed into each other. In ultrafast-quenched
boron-doped silicon, Chantre observed two inversely
correlated DLTS peaks.l4 He ascribed them to a next-
nearest-neighbor configuration, stable as B Vo, and a
nearest-neighbor configuration, stable as B V+ . After an-
neal of low-temperature electron-irradiated boron-doped
samples, Bains and Banbury ascribed two DLTS peaks to
a next-nearest-neighbor, and one to a nearest-neighbor,
configuration.ls Unfortunately, the energies as given in
these studies cannot directly be compared, but the pub-
lished DLTS spectra make it improbable that the same
DLTS peaks are discussed. Besides this, some questions
remain in connection with EPR experiments: (i) Al-
though Si-G10 anneals at ^,OoC, Chantre observed only
partial transformation at that temperature. (ii) Nearest-
neighbor B V+,which is probably stable at room tempera-
ture, is not EPR active, but why has this configuration
never been observed in its metastable paramagnetic B Vo
state? (iii) Reversibility as in DLTS has never been ob-
served in EPR. The present results do not ans\ryer these
questions. Further experiments are needed to clarify
whether, for instance, the last two points are related to the
fact that in EPR samples charge carriers are commonly
generated by light and not in a selective manner as in
DLTS. Yet, bistability, as such, seems an attractive ex-
planation for the occurrence of the present exceptional
structure.

In Sec. II the present experiment will be described. Sec-
tion III gives the hyperfine and quadrupole data of the bo-
ron atom and hyperfine data for eight shells of silicon
atoms. In Sec. IV these data are discussed in connection
with the atomic model.

II. EXPERIMENTS

Our procedure for the production of B V is very similar
to that followed by Watkins. It is based upon the
knowledge of damage production mechanisms during
low-temperature electron irradiation of silicon. In the
first stage, immobile vacancies are produced by electron
radiation below 20 K. Only in p-type material the net va-
cancy production is high. As silicon self-interstitials are
highly mobile under irradiation conditions, even at'4 K,
they recombine with vacancies unless they are captured.
Watkins showe 64't6'r7 that substitutional acceptor ele-
ments form effective traps for self-interstitials, becoming
interstitial impurities themselves. After anneal at
160- 180 K, mobile vacancies in B-doped material give
rise to the spectrum Si-G10.

In a cryostat for combined low-temperature electron-
irradiation and spin-resonance measurements, described in
detail in Ref. 18, samples of boron-doped float-zone sil-
icon (resistivity 0.1 Ocm, 5X 1017 Bcm-3) \ryere irradiat-
ed with 1.5 MeV electrons to a fluence of - 1017

electrons cm-2. During these irradiations the temperature
\ryas kept below 18 K. The experimental setup ïyas the
same as that used for a similar experiment on the vacan-
cy.l8'19

The production of vacancies lvas monitored by the
vacancy-associated EPR spectra Si-Gl and Si-G2. Subse-
quently, the EPR spectrum Si-Gl0 was produced by an-
neal to 190 K for 15 min. Figure 2b) shows the EPR
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spectrum for the three high-symmetry directions of the
silicon lattice. In a computer fit of these EPR spectra to
the spin Hamiltonian ff:prB.ES the six independent
elements of the g tensor were determined. In thís low
symmetry there are no restrictions on the principal axes.

The g values in Table II are in close agreement with
Watkins's values.2 Figure z(fr.) shows the angular depen-
dence of the effective g values, for magnetic field direc-
tions in the (01T) plane.

ENDOR measurements \ryere performed at a tempera-
ture of 18 K in dispersion mode under similar conditions
as for V-.18'le Parameters were determined by a comput-
er fit of the observed ENDOR, frequencies to transitions
between eigenstates of the Hamiltonian matrices. Due to
the low triclinic symmetry of the center, the lattice sites

of the 2esi atoms cannot be divided into symmetry classes,
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FIG. 2. EPR of the Si-Gl0 spectrum: (a) EPR spectra with the magnetic field in the three high-symmetry directions of the crystal
at a temperature of 18 K and with a microwave frequency of 23.176 GHz. Also visible are the hyperfine satellites of the Si-2 to Si-8
hyperfine interactions. The Si-l satellites are outside the range of the picture. (b) angular dependence of the effective g values as cal-
culated from a least-squares fit for magnetic field directions in the (0Tl ) plane. The 24 different defect orientations coincide in pairs

. because the magnetic field is in this plane. The orientation labeling according to Watkins (Ref. 2) is indicated.

nor can shells of symmetry-related sites exist. Thus, each
atom gives rise to a distinct hyperfine interaction tensor
of triclinic symmetry.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Interactions with the boron atom

In the EPR spectra of Fig. 2(a) no trace of hyperfine in-
teractions with the magnetic boron nuclei is found. Ap-
parently, this splitting is too small to be observed in EPR.
In ENDOR experiments, however, the resolving power is
three orders of magnitude larger than in EPR, because

spectroscopically ENDOR is an NMR experiment. Fig-
ure 3 gives examples of ENDOR spectra from the

TABLE II. Electronic g values and boron hyperfine tÀl *a quadrupole (Q) interactions of the boron-vacancy conlplex. Given
are principal values (Xi ) and principal directions. 7; is the angle of the lth principal direction with the {0Ïl ) plane; 6; is the angle be-

tween the projection of this direction on the (0Tl ) plane and the [100] direction. Hyperfine and quadrupole parameters are in units of

kHz, the error is +0.5 kHz. The error in the g values is t0.0002. Data refer to orientation dba. Thesign of the À t"ttso.s is chosen

such that tr(À) > o. The sign of the I tensors is coupled to that of the À rctt.ott.
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in Fig. 3. For both isotopes two groups of lines are visi-
ble, with six and three lines, respectively, each. The two
groups lie symmetrically around the nuclear Zeeman fre-
quency vz:gNgt,1sB /h. The splitting Aeff between the
two groups is due to the hyperfine interaction; the split-
ting within the groups is due to the quadrupole interac-
tion, 2Q"rr. For B -827 mT the 108 lines are found near
3.78 }t'4.IJz, the l0B nuclear zeeman frequency, and the llB
lines near 11.3 M'Hz. Thus, the two isotopes can be treat-
ed separately in the analysis. In the high-symmetry direc-
tions slow scans \ryere taken to obtain data points for a
least-squares fit. From the angular dependence it was de-
duced which data points belong to which of the 12 possi-
ble orientations. Parameters were obtained in a least-
squares program which fits the transitions to the eigen-
values of the Hamiltonian matrices. As ENDOR transi-
tions are, to first order, independent of the electronic g
values, these parameters were kept fixed to the values
from the EPR fit. Table II gives the principal values and
principal directions of the resulting interaction tensors.
The nuclear g values (gn ) were determined as
0.6002+0.0001 for l0B and l.7gzl +0.0002 for ttB, in
close agreement with values found in nuclear tables.20

Because the hyperfine splitting is not resolved in EPR,
it is not obvious to which EPR transitions a certain NMR
transition is coupled by ENDOR, leaving ambiguify in
the sign of the quadrupole interaction with respect to the
hyperfine interaction. By a special extension to the
ENDOR technique, called field-swept ENDOR (FSE),
this ambiguity can be removed.2l FSE is a method of ob-
taining an image of the specific EPR line that is respon-
sible for a certain ENDOR line. In this way (partially)
overlapping EPR lines from different orientations, transi-

FIG. 3. ENDOR spectra due to boron in the Si-G10 center,
from the highest-field EPR line in the [100] direction,
B -826.73 mT. (a) ttB, t -*; (b) toB, I -3. The differences

in intensity are due to different transition probabilities.

highest-field EPR line in the tl00l direction lB:826.73
ffiT, see Fig. 2(dl. These ENDOR spectra can be under-
stood as arisitrg from the l lB and 108 nuclei, respectively.
The ENDOR measurements must be described with a

more complicated spin Hamiltonian, comprising the bo-
ron nuclear spin,

ffi:prB.E S-g,nrÍr.nrB.I+S..[.I+I.Q.I , (1)

where S is the electron spin (S - + ) and I is the nuclear
spin (I:3, toB, natural abundance l8.8Vo or I -+, 

ttB,

81.27o). These terms represent the electronic Zeeman in-
teraction, the isotropic nuclear Zeeman interaction, the
hyperfine interaction between the electronic and nuclear
spins, and finally the nuclear quadrupole interaction. The

hyperfine interaction tensor À has six independent ele-
ments in this symmetry, the quadrupole interaction ten-

sor, 0 *hich is taken as traceless, has five. Thus the to-
tal spin Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) contains 18 independent
parameters for each of the two possible nuclear spin
values. The dimension of the matrices is l4Xl4 in the
case of l0B and 8 X 8 in the case of 118. First-order energy
levels are given by

E :grttpnBms 
-g,rr 4txBmt t Aenmsmt *Q"ttm? . (2)

EPR transitions are those with L*s- + l, A,m7-0; NMR
transitions (induced in ENDOR) are those with
Lmr-+l, Áms10. The hyperfine splitting in EPR is
too small, compared to the EPR linewidth, to be resolved.
The ENDOR lines, however, are well separated, as shown
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EPR spectrum, a superposition of all four EPR transitioÍls.
Each FSE spectrum is a superposition of only two EPR transi-
tions.
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tions, or even defects can be sep arated. The procedure is

to scan the magnetic field, but to monitor the ENDOR
signal. If we fix the rf frequency to the required ENDOR
transition, a signal is only observed when the magnetic
field scan passes a pertinent EPR component. In order to
remain on the transition, a small correction has to be ap-
plied to the rf frequency as a compensation for the change
in nuclear Zeeman frequency due to the field scan. Figure
4 gives FSE spectra in the l lB case, obtained with the
three low-frequency ENDOR lines of Fig. 3. Also shown
is the total EPR line. Each FSE line is a superposition of
only two of the four possible EPR transitions, those

which are directly connected to the ENDOR transition.
If the FSE lines aÍe at sufficiently different magnetic
fields, one can determine which ENDOR transition be-

longs to which EPR transition(s) and thus determine the
sign of the quadrupole interaction tensor with respect to
the hyperfine interaction tensor. The separation of the
four EPR transitions is given, to first order, by
AB - Aerc/gett4a. For the angle and orientation of the
FSE spectra of Fig. 4, A eff= 5 33 kHz. Thus the expected

splitting of the EPR transitions is AB - 18 FT , which is

unresolved under the total EPR linewidth of l2O FT, but
is just resolved as different line positions in FSE. The rel-

ative signs of À and I i" Table II were determined in this
way. The angular dependence of the hyperfine interaction
Aerf and the quadrupole interaction Qeff for the llB iso-

tope are shown in Fig. 5.

B. Hyperfine interactions with silicon atoms

For the description of the hyperfine interactions of the
defect electron (S - + ) with each of the surrounding 2esi

atoms (I :i, 4.7Vo abundance) we use the spin Hamil-
tonian

,ff:puB.E'.S-g1,, ltxB.f +S..f.f . (3)

Due to the low symmetry of the defect (point group 1),

the hyperfine shells contain only one atom and all hyper-
fine tensors have this low triclinic, symmetry. The intensi-
ty of the first-neighbor hyperfine interaction, which is
resolved in EPR, is consistent with this number of atoms.
The next hyperfine interactions are only partially resolved
in EPR, as seen in Fig. 2(a). With ENDOR many more
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kHz. The 24 orientations, which coincide in pairs for fields in
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ed according to V/atkins's labeling scheme (Ref. 2).

silicon hyperfine interactions could be resolved, using the
procedure as described in the preceding section. Since in
the higher-frequency regions the various hyperfine tensors
have only little overlap, it was easy to sort out which
ENDOR transitions belonged to the same tensor, without

TABLE III. Hyperfine interactions of the boron-vacancy complex with surrounding 2esi atoms. Given are principal values.and

principal directions as in Table IL Data refer to orientation dba. The values of tensor Si-l are obtained by fitting the EPR data; the

othersaretheresultof ENDOIImeasurements. Units arckHz. ENDORlinewidthwastypically25k}Iz. Estimatederrors: Si-l,
+200 kHz; the others, t2kHz.
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making complete angular scans. The nuclear g value was
kept constant during the computer fits to the value
gw:- 1.1097; the electronic g values \ryere kept constant
to the values given in Table II. Thus, fits to the six in-
dependent elements of the 2esi hyperfine tensors were
made. Table III gives the experimental results for the ob-

served tensors. Due to a poor signal-to-noise ratio at high
frequencies, we \ryere not able to observe the largest hyper-
firíe tensor in TENDOR for all high-symmetry points.
Therefore, the best EPR fit has been used for tensor Si- 1.

In ENDOR seven more hyperfine tensors were resolved,

named Si-2 to Si-8. The next largest hyperfine tensors lie
in a frequency region much closer to the 2esi Zeeman fre-
quency at -7 MIJz, where the mutual overlap between
the hyperfine tensors makes the analysis difficult. Be-

cause each lattice site contributes a distinct hyperfine ten-
sor in this symmetÍy, the number of tensors is large and
thus the patterns become obscured by mutual overlap al'
ready at higher frequencies than, for instance, for the va-
cancy.l8'le As a consequence of the low symmetry, the
eight hyperfine tensors of Table III arise from only eight
lattice sites. All of the observed silicon hyperfine'tensors
are nearly ( 111 ) axial; some angular dependent patterns
are given in Fig. 6.

Hyperfine tensors can be decomposed into an isotropic 
,

and a traceless part:

The isotropic part is the Fermi-contact interaction which
is proportional to the density of the electronic wave func-
tion at the site rs of the nucleus:

2
a - Tpgpngxpr,t I v( rs) l2 , (5)

where V is the electronic wave function. The anisotropic

tensor Ë der.ribes the classical dipole-dipole interaction
and can be written
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FIG. 6. Angular dependent patterns of hyperfine interactions
with 2esi nuclei. (Units are MH z; further presentation as in Fig.
5). Shown are the (a) Si-l, (b) Si-2, and (c) Si-3 interactions.
There is a clear resemblance between the pair Si-2 and Si-3

which constitutes a pseudo-G-class shell.
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The electronic wave function of a defect in silicon is

often described as a linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO). A one-electron \ryave function is then written as

v- 2q,Q, , 0)
i

where i enumerates lattice sites and the contributions Ói
on these lattices sites aÍe hybrid combinations of silicon
3s and 3p orbitals:

ó ik) : a t{,k) * í3 i{t p(r)

Substitution in Eqs. (5) and (6) gives for the Fermi-contact
interaction

ai:lpepngr,tltr,trfto?lrl,r(0) 12,' (9)

under the assumption that $, and {o decrease sufficiently
fast with distance, that at site i only orbitals centered on
atom í itself contribute appreciably. Under the same as-

sumption, the anisotropic interaction gives an axial hyper-

(8)
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fine tensor Ëi with principal values (zbi, -br, -bt), whose
axial direction is that of the p lobe and where

, ltrobr: itrnswpwrfitl?i Q-tl o . (10)

The quantities lrl,r(0) | 
2 and (r-')o: @o lr-t lrl,ol are

constants from the atomic \ryave functions and indepen-
dent of the specific defect.

The experimentally observed hyperfine interactions are
not always exactly axially symmetric. In that case, princi-
pal values can be equated to a * 2b, a -b *c, and
a - b -c, where e is the isotropic part, ó is the parameter
determining the axially symmetric pàft, and c is the devi-
ation from axial symmetry. These reduced parameters are
given in Table IV. When using for silicon, the values

lrl,r!0) I ' :34.6X 1030 m-3 attO (r-tl o- 18 .2x1030
m-' (Rrf. 22), and with d2+[*-1, Eqs. (9i and 00) give
the s character fraction d2, the p character fraction 132,

and the degree of localization T2, of the paramagnetic
electron on the various atomic states. These values ate
also included in Table IV. The largest fraction of the
paramagnetic electron is concentrated on the nearest
neighbor (54.83Vo); the other seven atomic sites contribute
4-5 Vo each. The total localization on the first eight
shells is 87 .27 Vo.

. IV. DISCUSSION

A. Defect structure: silicon hyperfine tensors

In this section we will review Watkins's atomic model2

and discuss the implications of our experimental results.
A defect with triclinic symmetry, as inferred from the an-
gular dependence in Fig. 2, can have 48 distinct orienta-
tions in the silicon lattice. Due to inversion invariance of
EPR, at most 24 distinct lines can occur. Moreover, when
the magnetic Íïeld is in the (OTt ) crystal plane, resonances
coincide pairwise, so that only 12 lines result. Watkins
derived a labelittg scheme where every orientation label is

constructed as a combination of three letters. The letters
a, b, c, and d refer to the ( t t t ) directions from the va-

cancy to the four nearest neighbors at the positions [Tt t 1,

t11T], [1T1], and tTTTl, respectively (Fig. 1). The label-
ing of the defect orientations is formally defined in con-
nection with the $ tensor (Table II). The last letter of the
three-letter orientation label denotes the ( t t t ) axis with

TABLE IV. Reduced hyperfine parameters and
fine interactions of .the boron-vacancy complex. a,

d2, p-character fractions F', and localizations q2

atomic-orbital data from R.ef .22.

the largest projection onto the direction of g 
1 . The first

letter denotes the ( 11 I ) axis with the second largest pro-
jection onto gr, and the middle letter the third largest.
The defect orientation for the !'tensor in Table II is thus
dba. In Fig . 2 all orientation labels of the angular depen-

dent EPR pattern are indicated.
Watkins also studied motional averaging of the Si-G10

EPR spectrum at temperatures of 30-80 K. At these

temperatures only limited reorientation \ryas observed:
orientations with labels with the same first two letters flip
over, i..e., the reorientation occurs between the two possi-

ble choices of the last letter. This observation \ryas con-
firmed by a stress-indtrced alignment experiment. Under
uniaxial stress some orientations are energetically favored
above others. The resulting reorientation also occurs be-
tween pairs sharing the first two letters of their label.2
These experiments were essential for the construction of a
microscopic model. Reorientation at these low tempera-
tures suggests that only an electronic reorientation occurs;
in other words, that the positions of the boron atom and
the vacancy remain unchanged. This is consistent with
experiments on similar centers, such as the phosphorus-
vacancy complex.8 In that case, the change of the
phosphorus-v acancy axis occurs only at room tempera-
ture. At those temperatures the bóron-vacancy complex
anneals already..

The reorientation data show that the defect reorients by
a m grc1 reflection; in our case, between orientations dba
and dbc. The plane of reflection is defined by the first
two letters: the db\, or (1T0) plane. The assumption that
the reorientation is purely electronic imposes the require-
ment that both the boron atom and the vacancy be in this
plane of reflection. Mainly on these grounds Watkins
constructed the atomic model shown in Fig. l, where the
boron atom is on a next-nearest-neighbor position of the
vacancy. Given this model, the labeling scheme can be in-
terpreted in terms of the position of the boron atom with
respect to the four nearest neighbors of the vacancy. The
first letter denotes the silicon neighbor that is also adja-
cent to the boron atom, the second letter denotes the
neighbor that lies in the plane defined by the boron atom,
the vacancy, and the first letter atom, while the last letter
identifies the neighbor on which most of the unpaired
electron is found, i.e., the direction of the Si- I hyperfine
interaction. The reader easily verifies that the orientation
of Fig. I is dba.

calculated LCAO parameters of the silicon hyper-
b, and c ate in units of kHz. s-character fractions
aÍe calculated from the values of a and b, using

Tensor a/b b/c a2 13' rf gà

si- 1

si-2
si-3
si-4
si-5
si-6
si-7
si-8

297 200
59 747

56 146

27 599

26 403

25 598

24 870
24046

48 300

3730
3489
4263

4465

3470
3419

409r

1000

784
781

287

255
172

181

t7I

6.15

16.02

16.09

6.47

5.91

7.3 8

7.27
5.8 8

48.3

4.76
4.47

1 4.83

17.49

20.L7
1 8.86

23.89

0.130
0.281

0.282
0.136
0.126
0.1 53

0.15 1

0.125

0.870
0.719
0.718

0.864
0.874
0.847
0.849'
0.875

54.83
s.l2
4.79

4.87

5.04
4.04
3.97
4.61
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TABLE V. Orientations of the various interactions of the boron-vacancy complex with respect to
high-symmetry directions ofthe lattice. ni is the nearest direction for eigenvalue Í, e; is the deviation in
degrees. "Shell" is the symmetry shell in the mirror-plane approximation (see text). Data refer to
oientation dba.

Tensor E2 Shell

I 589

t1D1 D3Ír2 t3

(}.'
BrÀ

Br8

si- l
si-2
si-3
si-4
si-5
si-6
si-7
si-8

tlTTl
[oo l]
[1To]

TT]
T1l
1Tl
TT]
TT]
TT]
TT]
TT]

10.5

14.2

6.5

2.9

5.6' 3.7

1.0

0.8

3.5

4,9

t.7

[oT1]
[1To]
u tzl
[oT1]
[1 10]

[101]
[101]
tl l0l
lloll
u l0l
IoTl]

8.7

I 5.9

13.3

9.4
t2.6
10.1

3.3

2.3

15.6

10.8

0.3

12rtl
[1 1o]

[1 I 1]

Í2rtl
ttT7,1
ÍtzTl
Ír 2Tl
ILT 2]

Ít 2Tl
UT 2]

Í2tL)

10.5

7.3

1 1.8

9.5

13.0

10.4

3.5

2.4
15.7

I 1.3

1.5

M1

GI

G3

M2

G2

For a further discussion of this model, the directions of
the principal axes of all relevant tensors are given in Table
V, as \4/ell as angles with respect to the high-symmetry
directions of the crystal lattice. 'We first observe that the
!'tensor deviates only slightly from point-group m sym-
metry; the near mirror plane is (011) for orientation dba.
The deviation of the pertinent principal axis is only 8.7o.

This is consistent with the idea that the electronic struc-
ture is mainly determined by the vacancy and its neigh-
bors. The spin density on the boron atom is negligible
(a 

-154 kHrz, llB) compared to that on the silicon atom
labeled a (a -297 MIJz, Si-l). This near mirror plane is
found in all data, except for the boron hyperfine and
quadrupole interaction. This is reasonable as just the bo-
ron atom breaks the mirror-plane symmetry. In Table V
one can verify that hyperfine tensors Si- I and Si-8 show
this near mirror plane (n2 nearly parallel to t0T1]1. This
means that Si- 1 and Si-8 are thought to arise from atoms
in the (0Tl ) plane. For Si- I this is consistent with
Watkins's identification of the largest hyperfine interac-
tion with atom a.

In Table V pseudoshells are indicated for the silicon hy-
perfine interactions. In view of the above observation, Si-
l is called Ml and Si-8 M'2. The data in Tables III and
IV show that the other six silicon hyperfinê tensors occur
in pairs. Members of each pair can (approximately) be
transformed into each other by the symmetry operation
ffi eTD. This leads us to conclude that these three pairs
form pseudo-general-class shells. In the case of pure
point-group m symmetry such shells contain two atoms.
In Table V these shells are labeled Gl, G2, and G3. We
conclude that these interactions arise from pairs of atoms
lying symmetrically with respect to the (near) mirror
plane.

The two tensors from shell G I have their axial direc-
tions along the b and c dangling bonds of the vacancy, the
others parallel to the a dangling bond. This leads us to
the identification of the tensors of shell G l, (Si-2 and Si-
3), with the atom positions c and b. In this way three of
the four nearest neighbors of the vacancy aÍe identified.
The positions of the other atoms are much less obvious.
It is peculiar that all the others have axial directions

parallel to Si- 1. Among these eight largest hyperfihe in-
teractions, none is found in the d dangling-bond direction.
This means that nearly no spin is accommodated in a dan-
gling bond on atom d. About Si-8 one can specul ate that
it arises from the atom at 10221, the first neighbor of the
a-atom. In that w&y, these two atoms form the starting
point of a [011] chain along which unpaired spin is
transferred in the same way as observed for the vacan-
cy.l8'le Because of the low symmetry there is little reason
why chains in other directions cannot exist as well. In
that case one is tempted to identify the atoms at [Z0zl
and [220] with the tensors from G2, si-4 and si-5, ,.ip."-
tively. They would then be starting points for chains in
the tïot I and lTtol directions. An additional argument
for this assignment is the close resemblance of the values
of a /b, and hence a2 and B2 (Table trv), for the tensors of
si-l, si-4, si-5, and si-8. This is the same argument on
which we based the picture of the [0ll] chain for the va-
cancy. Chains along the ( O t t ) directions are consistent
with theoretically predicted ch arge disturbances.23

B. Position of the boron atom: hyperfine interaction

In the preceditr.g section a picture emerged of a defect
with a neaÍ mirror plane, in which the boron atom plays a
minor role in determining the !' tensor. Here \rye will
focus on the hyperfine interaction with the boron atom it-
self and evaluate the implications of these hyperfine in-
teractions for the atomic model. According to Watkins's
EPR experiments, the boron atom lies in the db o, or
( 110) plane. Figure 7 shows part of this plane: the atoms
on the [110] chain through the vacancy and its neighbors
b and d. We will discuss the positions x and.x'as candi-
dates for the position of the boron atom.

In the usual interpretation of hyperfine tensors in terms
of Fermi-contact and dipole-dipole interaction, as given in
Sec. III B, the hyperfine values are proportional to gN.
Hyperfine structure anomaly between l0B and I lB nuclei
appears to be absent, &s the hyperfine tensors in Table II
scale with the gn values, within experimental error.
Therefore, in the discussion to follow, we will limit our-
selves to the experimental values of the 118 isotope.
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[110]

to [110] and points from the vacancy to these positions.
However, when calculating the dipole-dipole interaction
between the boron nucleus and the unpaired spin densities
around the defect, we have to take into account that these

unpaired spin densities aÍe not situated primarily within
the vacancy, but in orbitals on the silicon atoms, such as

atom a, where 5 5Vo of the unpaired spin density is found.
One is tempted to do the calculations for atom sites in a
tll0l direction from the a atom, €.g., the atoms at [3ï t]
and [13 U. These positions, however, are not compatible
with the motional experiments because they are not situat-
ed in the db} plane. In the preceding section silicon hy-
perfine interactions Si- I , -2, and -3 were assigned to the
three nearest-neighbor lattice sites e, c, and b. The result- -

irg spin distribution, using the values in Table IV, is used
for the dipole-dipole calculations. Table VI shows the re-
sults for the positions x and x', if the unpaired spin is as-
sumed to reside in point charges at the atom positions or
in Slater-type dangling-bond orbitals.ls'le The fit between
the experimental and calculated data is not very good.
Position x' at [220] seems to be slightly favored by the
fact that the axial direction of the calculated tensor is
close to the experimental axral direction. We conclude,
however, that on these grounds a choice cannot be made.

In Table VI we give also the result of a calculation
under the assumption that the total spin density of the
three neighbor atoms is concentrated as a point charge in
the vacancy, at position [000]. Nów the fit between the
experimental and the calculated tensors is fairly good and
the axial direction is [110] (by symmetry), only 7o from
the observed direction. Although this assumption is rath-
er unrealistic, these results may be better because Slater-
type orbitals underestimate the spatial extent of the spin
density, &s also indicated by the similarity between the re-
sults for point charges and for orbitals in Table VI. The
last calculation does not give any clue to Íhe choice be-
tween x and x' , because the hyperfine tensors for the two
positions are equal by symmetry. Lattice distortions may
give a further improvement of this approach. As their
magnitudes aÍe rather specul ative, such calculations are
not given. In the next section we will carry this discus-
sion further in the interpretation of the quadrupole in-
teraction.

Other considerations have to be applied for an explana-
tion of that part of the boron hyperfine interaction that is
not given by the dipole-dipole interaction. V/hat remains

224
OA.V\

33ï ïT1 r rï 337

FIG. 7. The (1T0) plane of the boron-vacancy complex

where, for orientation dba, the boron atom is situated. Accord-
ing to Watkins (Ref. 2), the boron atom is at the position
marked x; the other possibility is x'. The axial direction of the

hyperfine ( At) and quadrupole (Qz) tensors are indicated.

The axial direction of the hyperfine tensor is the A 3

direction, which deviates only 7.3o from the [ 10J direc-
tion (Table V). When we determine reduced hyperfine pa-
rameters as in Sec. III B, we obtain a - 154.3 kHz,
b - -345.5 kHz, and c = -41.0 kHz. These different
signs of a and b are not consistent with a LCAO picture,
if o and b are to be interpreted in terms of atomic orbitals
centered on the boron atom itself. Moreover, the anisotro-
py b is large compared' to the isotropic part e, which
would lead to abnormally stron g p character of =99Vo.

Because of the very small contact term on the boron
atom (154.3 kHz) compared to the first-neighbor silicon
atom a (297.2 MHz), one may conclude that at the boron
atom the electronic structure is nearly equal to that of the
undisturbed silicon lattice. In that case, one should view
the Bïn complex as a B-y+ complex, a charge-polarized
defect in which boron has trapped an electron, as if it
were a normal shallow acceptor. The unbalance in spin
between the boron atom and the silicon atom a suggests

that at least a substantial part of the anisotropic boron hy-
perfine tensor must be explained by dipole-dipole int erac-
tion between the boron nuclear spin and the electronic
spin distribution around the vacancy. We will calculate
this interaction for the two possible boron positions x and
x' (Figs. I and 7).

Position x, the ï220] position, was favored by Watkins
ovéq the other second neighbor in the ( 1T0) plane, x' at

[220I. The sign of the stress coupling led him to this
choice.2 On basis of the hyperfine interaction both posi-
tions seem equally probable as the axial direction is close

220

TABLE VI. Comparison of calculated hyperfine interactions with experimental values for llB.

"expt" are the experimental values, the sign is reversed with respect to Table II, "PC fxyzl" arc the
values calculated in point lxyzl for point charges at the positions of the orbitals, "orb lxyzl" are the
values calculated for Slater-type orbitals. Given are principal values in kHz; E is the angle between the
axial direction of the experimental tensor and the calculated tensor.

B3 6 (deg) RemarksB2Bl

expt. I lB

PC lz2ol
orb tZZol

PC [220]
orb l22o)

PC Í2Zol,l22}l

- 386.5

- 167 .6

- 196.1

-237.5
-239.1

-299.7

- 304.5

145.7

- l7 6.3

-97.9
- 178.0

-289.7

691.0

313.3

372.4

335.4
4t7.1

579.4

36

29

9

8

a - -154.3 kHz

Position x

Position x'

q2:64.7Vo at [000]
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is a small part of the anisotropy and the trace, which has

a negative sign with respect to the dipole-dipole part.
Here we frobably deal with exchange pol arization of the
paired electrons around the boron atom, through the adja-

cent unpaired spin. About such effects in silicon quanti-
tative data are hardly known. They have also been dis-
cussed for'the vacancy.18' 19

C. Charge transfer: boron quadrupole interaction

The quadrupole interaction can be described as the in-
teraction bet\ryeen the nuclear quadrupole moment Q and
the electric field gradient at the site of the nucleus:

a2vn .- eQ
Yu- 2I(zI -l) àx;àxi '

1591

ting we have Q:44.1 kH;z and r -l8.2kHz, with an axi-
al direction that deviates I 1. 3o from the '[ I 1 U direction.
The sign is reversed with respect to Table II because the
connected sign of the hyperfine interaction tvas reversed

through the interpretation in the preceding section. The
axiality is rather poor: q /r :2.4.

As a first approximation \rye calculate the effect of the
positive electronic charge, located on the d atom, àt a dis-
iuttr. of one bond length from the boron nucleus at x.
Such a point charge, at distance r, yields an axially sym-

metric Q tensor, with its axial direction pointing towards
the point charge. With Eq. (1 1) one can evaluate

ELECTRONIC AND ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF THE BORON.

where e is the electron char Ee, I is the nuclear spin, and V
is the electrostatic potent ial.24'25 Thus, the Q t.tttor is a
measure of the total unbalanced charge density around the
nucleus, and not only the spin density. ft serves, like the
hyperfine interaction, ês a probe for the electron distribu-
tion in the defect, because the unperturbed crystal does

not contribute to field gradients. The nuclear quadrupole
moments are 8.5X 10-30 m2 for l0B and 4. 1X 10-30 m2

for 113.20 The measured quadrupole interactions in Table
U scale according to these values, so that we may eon-'

clude that no measurable anomalies occur, as in the case

of the hyperfine interaction. Therefore we will limit our-
selves to a discussion of the l lB values.

As quadrupole interactions are caused by unbalanced
charges in the defect, we focus on the charge distribution
in the boron-vacancy complex. We found that the spin is
mainly concentrated on atom a, whereas the d atom caÍ-
ries one net positive charge because it lacks one electron,
as inferred from the absence of appreciable hyperfine in-
teraction from the d dangling bond. Thus, in a first ap-

proximation, the spin and the charge of the vacancy aÍe
located on different atoms. For the o atom this is not
completely true: as it has a local ization of only 55Vo spin
density, the atom must have a net positive charge of 45Vo

of an electron. The conipensating negative charge of 45Vo

is spread out over surrounding silicon atoms. Hyperfine
tensors Si-2 to Si-8 account already for 35Vo. The posi-

tive charge on atom d is compensated by a negative
charge of the boron atom, where the electronic structure
is, to first order, equal to that of the unperturbed silicon
crystal. This idea is supported by the absence of hyper-
fine structure on the boron atom ( a - - 154 kHz) that
can be related to orbitals located on the boron atom. Fig-
ure 7 shows these charges; no spins are indicated as atom
a is not situated in this plane. The structural difference
between a boron-vacancy complex with a boron at x ot x'
is only of electronic nature because the atomic structure is
the Same. However, only for position x can we give a

reasonable explanation of the magnitude and direction of
the quadrupole tensor.

As in the case of hyperfine tensors we can determine re-

duced parameters for the quadrupole tensor. We write the
principal values as 2q, - q *r, and - q -r. q is the
quadrupole interaction parameter; r is the deviation from
axial symmetry. For our experimental quadrupole split-

(,,2)

After substitution of the nuclear quadrupole moment \rye

find a quadrupole tensor with q - 18.3 kIJz and r:0
kHz, with its axial direction parallel to [ 111]. This result
alone does not explain the experimental values, but if we

treat it as a known contribution, we can subtract this ten-
sor (in a Cartesian representation) from the experimental
tensor. Then a quadrupole interaction with q - 47 .9 kHz
and 

'r:5.7 
kHrz remains to be explained. This tensor is

more axial (q /r -8.4) than the experimental tensor and

its axial direction deviates only 2.5" from the [111] direc-
tion.

This resulting axial tensor has to be explained by unbal- .

anced charges at the boron atom itself. It can be related
to charge densities arising from partially filled p orbitals
in the same way as the hyperfine interaction is related to
spin densities. A p \orbital gives an axially symmetric
quadrupole tensor with

lr'Qlq- +*offi7(11)

(13)

where rf is the fraction of the electronic charge and

U-tlo is the same atomic constant as is used in the
analysis of hyperfine interactions. For a boron 2p orbital,
( 
I 
-t I p:6.28 x 1030 m-3 .22 With a l lB nucleus this will

grve q - -600 kHz. In a similar way Watkins alalyzed
quadrupole interactions of the boron interstitial.lT This
implies that the remainittg quadrupole interaction is con-
sistent with 8Vo of an electronic charge lacking from the
symmetric charge distribution associated with tetrahedral
symmetry. This means that 8Vo of the polanzed charge is
transferred from the boron atom, probably to the silicon
atom at d. This effect is not unreasonable as it lowers the
Coulombic energy. The reason that we do not obserye'
this transferred charge through the hyperfine interaction
on either atom is that equal amounts of spin-up and spin-
down density are transferred, as \rye deal with an electro-
static effect where spins do not play a-ny role.

The lacking charge on the boron atom is 8Vo of a p ob
bital pointing in a [111] direction. This is parallel to the
unbalanced charge density on the d silicon atóm in the
missing dangling bond towards the vacancy. This means
that the charge disturbance of atom d spre?ds itself out to
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the boron atom in an orbital parallel to its own. This situ-
ation strongly resembles the situation which was encoun-
tered in the vacancy where also charge is transferred
through the (ttt) directed bonds, leading to a nearly
one-dimensional ( Ot I )-chain defect.18'le For the vacancy
this effect is visible on each of the silicon nuclei, because
it is paramagnetic charge density. In this case non-
paramagnetic charge is transferred, but the mechanism
seems to be the same. The experimental observation of
this charge transfer is restricted to nuclei having a quad-
rupole moment, which 2esi has not. Even the order of
magnitude of this effect is the same as for the spin
transfer, both in the vacancy and in the present defect.
Under the earlier assumption that the Si-8 hyperfine ten-
sor originates at [022], there is also a factor of 12 between
the spin density on the a atom and its neighbor, with
parallel axial directions. It is clear that the above inter-
pretation of the quadruple interaction does not apply to
position x' for the boron atom.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study it has convincingly been shown that EN-
DOR measurements are a powerful tool for the identifica-
tion of the microscopic structure of defects. The resolv-
ing power of ENDOR is absolutely needed to determine'
hyperfine and quadrupole parameters that are very small
and yet of vital importance because they arise from the
impurity constituting the impurity-vacancy pair. Our re-
sults for the first time provided proof of the occurrence of
boron in the Si-G10 center. Due to the very special nature
of the defect, where spin densities aÍe located on other
atoms than charge densities, both hyperfine and quadru-
pole interactions are needed for the construction of the

model. Six of the eight silicon hyperfine tensors are iden-
tified with certain lattice positions; some quite firmly (Si-

I, Si-2, and Si-3 with the vacancy neighbors e,c, and b),
others more tentatively (Si-4, Si-5, and Si-8 with the three
neighbor sites of atom a).

Our measurements support the origijrgl microscopic
model with the boron atom at position Ï2201 (x in Figs.
I and 7). From the boron hyperfine interaction \rye cannot
discriminate between x and x', but the quadrupole in-
teraction with the boron can only be understood for posi-
tion x. Moreover, the x' boron position is not likely to be

compatible with the identification of Si-2 and Si-3 hyper-
fine interactions with the nearest-neighbor positions c and
ó, respectively. Because the x' position is a nearest neigh-
bor of only ó, one would expect to see the influence of the
boron atom, breaking the symmetry between Si-2 and Si-3
more strongly.

Despite this very detailed information about the defect,
a question about its unique low symmetry remains. Why
does boron behave differently from all the other substitu-
tional impurities of which a complex with a vacancy has
been identified? In all these cases the impurity is at a

nearest-neighbor site of the vacancy, resulting in a higher
symmetry. From Coulomb-energy arguments one should
expect that the boron atom simply changes place with the
silicon atom at d, cancelling the charge polarization.
Perhaps this does not happen because of the small size of
the boron atom (a 25Vo smaller atomic radius than that of
silicon). A boron atom at a nearest-neighbor site of the
vacancy may cause such a large distortion of the vacancy
that it requires an even larger energy than the Coulomb
energy of the polarized structure. The recent DLTS ex-
periments on configurational bistability seem to give a
clue to this point.
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